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Abstract
An event structure acts as a denotational semantic model of concurrent systems. Action refinement is an essential operation in the
design of concurrent systems. However, there exists an important problem about preserving equivalence under action refinement. If
two processes are equivalent with each other, we hope that they still can preserve equivalence after action refinement. In linear time
equivalence and branching time equivalence spectrum, step equivalences, which include step trace equivalence and step bisimulation
equivalence are not preserved under action refinement [17]. In this paper, we define a class of concurrent processes with specific
properties and put forward the concept of clustered action transition, which ensures that step equivalences are able to preserve under
action refinement.
Keywords: event structure, action refinement, concurrency, step equivalence, clustered equivalence

Vogler [31, 33] first raised the basic thought of
preserving equivalence under action refinement. Czaja,
Van Glabbeek and Goltz [34] demonstrated that if
interleaving bisimulation equivalence doesn’t produce
choice operations or action self-concurrences after
actions are refined then it can preserve equivalence under
action refinement, but interleaving trace equivalence still
cannot preserve .Goltz and Wehrheim [30] proved that
history preserving bisimulation is consistent with global
causal dependencies, but they did not further discuss
about the problem how to preserve equivalence under
action refinement, and did not discuss that there are other
situations under environment of action independencies.
At last, in paper [17] Van Glabbeek and Goltz
summarized that research results of action refinement in
recent ten years, gave a detailed explanation for
preserving equivalence problem under action refinement,
and proved that interleaving equivalence cannot preserve
under action refinement in general, but did not discussed
further. Moreover, no work further discusses preserving
problem under action refinement of step trace
equivalence and step bisimulation equivalence. In this
paper, we define a class of concurrent processes with
specific properties and put forward the concept of
clustered action transition, which ensures that step
equivalences are able to preserve under action refinement
in the absence of constraints.

1 Introduction
In order to model concurrent systems, we hope to have
formal method for hierarchical structure. Action
refinement is the core operation of the hierarchical
method, which interprets an action in higher abstract
layer with a process in lower layer, hence reduces the
level of abstraction and eventually reaches its
implementation layer. In the development course from
top to bottom of concurrent system, we must first build
models, which depict the system with description
language of top layer; subsequently, according to these
descriptions, we complete its implementation. This
course often requires equivalence notion to verify the
correctness of implementation of system. More
concretely, assuming that P represents the descriptions of
system and Q represents its implementation, if P is
equivalent with Q (expressed as P  Q ), then this shows
that Q is correct. In development, the description P of a
system can be refined layer-by-layer; accordingly, its
implementation Q can be converted from framework
into code or electronic components. Only the description
and its implementation at all levels are required to
maintain equivalence so as to ensure correctness of its
implementation. This leads to an important question what
kind of equivalence is maintained under action
refinement, that is, if two concurrent systems are
equivalent with each other, we hope that they still can
preserve equivalence after action refinement.

2 Event structures and action refinement
Assume that Act be a set of actions.
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Definition 2.1 A event structure
 E, , #, , l  , where

each of e1,e2 is in conflict with each of e3,e4,e5. This
event structure is expressed as below.

is a 5-tuple

E is the set of events;
 E  E is irreflexive partial relation, and satisfy the

e1

rule of finite causes that e  E : e1 E e1  e is finite;

In addition, its inverse “<” is expressed as “>”;
#  E  E is irreflexive and finite conflicting relation,
and satisfy the rule of inheriting of conflict that
e1, e2, e3  E : e1  e2  e1# e3  e2 # e3 ;
  E  E is irreflexive concurrent relation,
altogether with < and # to satisfy the principle of partition
that
,
 #   EE

e4

e3

e5

e1e2    e1  e2  e1  e2  e2  e1  e1# e2 ;
e2

l : E  Act is a label function of actions.
In this paper, let
stand for the set of all event
structures.
Definition 2.2 Let ,  . A relation between

FIGURE 1 The event structure

and
is called isomorphic (expressed as
) iff

there exists an bijection between their sets and preserves
corresponding relations with , #,  and same
corresponding labels.
Unless specified, we do not discriminate isomorphic
event structures.
The behaviour of event structure is depicted with
configuration which is the set of events with specific
properties. Configurations are considered as possible
states of system. The following is its definition.
Definition 2.3 Let X be a subset of the set E of all

Its

,

Basic thought of action refinement is: replace an
action in higher layer with a process in lower layer, do it
layer by layer, until get detailed design or implementation
of system.
Definition 2.4 A function ref : Act  E   is
called a refinement function of event structure, iff
a  Act : ref (a) is not empty, finite and conflict-free.



Let

. ref

 

is an event structure defined as

follows:

Eref (

(3)X is a configuration iff X is not only left closed but
also conflicted-free.
Here, let C   represent the set of all configurations

)

, e1 , e2

are

,
where
e1, e2 ,e3 ,e3, e 4 ,e 3, e 4, e 5
e1, e2 , e3, e4, e5 are terminated configurations.

events in event structure
.
(1)
X
is
left
closed
iff
e1, e  E : e  X  e1  e  e1 X ;
(2)X is conflicted-free iff
X is conflicted-free;

in event structure
.
A configuration X ( X  C 

configurations

is called successfully

terminated
configuration
iff
e  E : e  X  e1 X : e1# e .
The event structure is also often represented with
graph, where ,
stands for casual relation and
immediately conflict relation in event structure
respectively, inheriting conflict relation, which is not
considered and independent relation is not explicitly
expressed.
  a b    c; b; d  ,
Example 2.1 The system

)



  e, e   e  E , e   Eref l

,

 e1, e1 ref    e2, e2

iff e1 

e2 or e1  e2  e1  ref l

( e1) 

 e1, e1 #ref    e2, e2

iff e1# e2 ,

 e1, e1  ref    e2, e2

iff e1 e2 or

e1  e2  e1 ref l
lref 

executing either a, b concurrently or c, b and d
sequentially, can be described by the event structure with
events e1,e2,e3,e4,e5 with l (e1)  a, l (e3)  c ,
l (e2)  l (e4)  b , l (e5)  d , where e1e2, e3  e4  e5 ,

e



( e1) 

 e, e  lref l

e2 

(e)

(e ) .

e2 

,

(1)

(2)

(3)

,

(4)

(5)

Example 2.2 Continue with Example 2.1. Assuming
that ref (b)  (b1; b2)  b3 , the event structure after action
refinement is expressed as Figure 2.2.
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l
l

e
1

e
3

e
4
e
4
1

e
4
2

e
5

e2
1

e2
3

,

l

where

G   N Act

is

given

by

G  a   e  G l  e   a .

A
Here, X 
,
 X  means that in event structure
after independently executing all actions of set A, the
state expressed by configuration X is changed into the
one expressed by configuration X  .
According to the above-mentioned definitions,
obviously there is following proposition.
Proposition 3.1 A single action transition is also a
step action transition.
Proof is omitted.
Then, we define trace and interleaving trace
equivalence, step trace and step trace equivalence by
comparison.
Definition
3.3
Let
.
A
word

 a1 an  Act * is called a trace of event structure

e
4
3

e2
2

G   A

e
2

iff

X 0 ,

, Xn C 

Xi-1  X i , i  1,

FIGURE 2 The event structure after action
refinement

ai

Here, trs 

In the process of action refinement, each event e
labelled by b is replaced by a disjoint copy, e , of



:

X0  

and

,n.

represents the set of all traces in event

structure
.
Definition 3.4 Let ,  . A relation between
and
is called interleaving trace equivalence (expressed
as
it ) iff trs   =trs   .

ref (b) , i.e. the event e2 is replaced by (e22;e23)#e21
and the event e4 is replaced by (e41;e42)#e43 [17]. The
causality and conflict structure is inherited from
: all
events which were casually before e will be casually
before all events of e , every event, which casually
followed e will casually follow all events of e , and all
events in conflict with e will be in conflict with all the
events of all events which were casually before e will be
casually before all events of e .

Definition

 A1
trace
X 0 ,

An

3.5

Let

 A  N i  1,



Act

i

.

A

sequence

, n   is called a step

of
event
structure
, Xn C   : X0  

Ai
Xi-1 
 X i , i  1,

, n is a step action transition.

 

Here, steptrs

iff
and

represents the set of all step traces

of event structure
.
Definition 3.6 Let ,  . A relation between
and
is called step trace equivalence (expressed as
) iff steptrs   =steptrs   .
st

3 Step equivalences
Step equivalences embody step trace equivalence and
step bisimulation equivalence. To begin with, we give the
definitions of single action transition and step action
transition by comparison.
Definition 3.1 Let
 . A transition relation
a
X 
 X  is called single action transition iff
a  Act , X , X   C   , X  X 
,
and

Furthermore, we define interleaving bisimulation
equivalence and step bisimulation equivalence by
comparison.
Definition 3.7 Let
. A relation
, 

e  E : X   X  e, l (e)  a .
a
Here, X 
 X  denotes that the state expressed
by Configuration X turns into the one expressed by
Configuration X ' after performing single action a in
event structure  .
A
X
Definition 3.2 Let  . A transition X 
Act
is called a step action transition iff A  N
i.e., A is

X , X C  
multiple
set
in
Act,
,

R C

C  

between

and

is called a interleaving bisimulation
iff  ,    R and if

 X ,Y  R

then
a
X 
 X , a  Act  Y  :
a
Y 
 Y 

 X , Y   R ,

Y 
 Y , a  Act  X  :
a
X 
 X    X , Y   R .
a

A relation between
and
is called interleaving
bisimulation equivalence (expressed as
) iff
ib
there exists a interleaving bisimulation between them.

X  X , X   X  G , to make d , e  G : d X e and
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Definition

R C
and

3.8

Let

,



.

A

relation

ref( ) . So we arrive at the conclusion that
ref( ) ib ref( )  ref( ) sb ref( ) .

  C   is called a step bisimulation between
iff  ,    R and if  X , Y   R then

4 Clustered action transition

A
X 
 X , A  N Act  Y  :
A
Y 
 Y    X , Y    R ;

We introduce new one class action transition, where A is
multiple set in action set Act and all actions within A
independently perform with each other. We call this
multiple set A as a clustered action and call this class
transitions as clustered action transitions that is in fact
one kind of special step action transition. With clustered
action transitions, we construct two new types of
equivalence.
A
Definition 4.1 Let  . A transition X 
X
Act
is called a clustered action transition iff A  N (i.e., A
is
multiple
set
in
Act),
X , X   C   , X  X , X   X  G , the events in set G

A
Y 
 Y , A  N Act  X  :
A
X 
 X    X , Y   R .

A relation between
and
is called step
bisimulation equivalence (expressed as
) iff
sb
there exists a step bisimulation between them.
According to the definitions of trace equivalence and
bisimulation equivalence, obviously there are following
two propositions.
Proposition 3.2
.
ib  it
Proposition 3.3
sb  st .
The paper [17] has showed that step bisimulation
equivalence and step trace equivalence cannot preserve
under action refinement. The following proposition
shows that if no independency exists in event structure
then step equivalences (include step trace equivalence
and step bisimulation equivalence) are able to preserve
under action refinement.
Proposition 3.4 Let ,  , let ref be a refinement
function. If independency between events in an event
structure is such that    = then

satisfy:
(1)

e

2



 E e2  d

d   G 

of

causes:

e 

and l (G)  A ;

(2)
same
causality:
e1  E \ G, e2  G :  e1  e2  e3  G : e1  e3 

  e1  e2  e3  G : e1  e3  ;
(3)
same
conflict
relation:
.
e1  E \ G, e2  G :  e1 # e2  e3  G : e1 # e3 

st  ref( ) st ref( ) .
(2)
sb  ref( ) sb ref( ) .
Proof (1) Because    = , any transition in

Here,

l

event structures
and
is single action transition.
Also, by proposition 3.1,
. By
st
 it

it

independency

d , e  G :  d  X e   e1  E e1  e

(1)

proposition 3.5(1) [31],

entire

l

G   N Act

G  (a)  e  G l

results

from

(e)  a .

A
Clustered action transition X 
 X  represents
that after independently executing all actions of set A, the
state expressed by configuration X is changed into the
one expressed by configuration X  in event structure
.
Example
4.1
In
a
simple
process
  a b  ;  c d   f , its actions names corresponds to

 ref( ) it ref( ) ,

namely, trs(ref( ))  trs(ref( )) . In
and
, every
action label is exactly the same and is refined in the same
way; moreover,    = . Hence, there exist same
multiple action sets where actions are just concurrent in
ref( ) and ref( ) . So we arrive at the conclusion that

events ea , eb , ec , ed and e f respectively. Assume that

,
namely
steptrs(ref( ))  steptrs(ref( ))
ref( ) st ref( ) .
Proof (2) Because    = , any transition in

event structure model
of process K is
, figure 4.1
describes all single action transitions and configurations
of
, whereas figure 4.2 describes its all clustered
action transitions and configurations. Find from
comparison of two figures that when arriving at
configuration ea , eb , ec , ed  , there exists 10 possible

event structures
and
is single action transition.
Also, by proposition 3.1,
. By
sb  ib

ib  ref( ) ib ref( ) .
proposition 3.5(2) [31],
In
and , every action label is exactly the same and
is refined in the same way; moreover,    = .

transitions in figure 4.1, however there exists only 2
clustered action transitions in figure 4.2 .
This example shows that clustered action transitions
can simplify the system expressed by single action
transitions. If applying this thought to simplify systems, a
lot of good results may acquire.

Hence, there exist same multiple action sets where
actions are all concurrent and branching time properties
of corresponding action are just the same in ref( ) and
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  X 
 X   d  E : G   (d ),
A

(2)
A N

l

Act

,

X , X C 

where

 , X  X , X   X  G

and

G   A ;
(3)

eE

 e  E ;

(4) e1 , e2  E : e1  e2 

  e1  e2    (e1 )  (e2 )   .
Proof Conclusions (1), (2) and (3) is very easy to
reach, omitted here. Only give proof of (4). If
 (e1 )  (e2 )   then e   (e1 )  (e2 ) . By definition
4.1, we obtain  (e)   (e1 )   (e2 ) , consequently obtain
This
contradict
with
either e1  e2 or e1=e2 .
e1  e2    e1  e2  . Accordingly, arrive at the
conclusion
that
e1 , e2  E : e1  e2    e1  e2    (e1 )  (e2 )   .
The above proposition shows: If all transitions in an
event structure are clustered action transitions then all
independent actions involved in a clustered action
transition are seen as a “big” action, its corresponding
events can be thought of as a “big” event. Hence, not only
no independency between events exists in this event
structure but also independency sets of cause divide set of
events into different parts, which induces an equivalence
relation in set of events of this event structure.
Here, clustered action transition is a special kind of
step transition. The fact that there exist entire
independency of cause in a clustered action transition
means that an action only belongs to a certain clustered
action and is not shared with other clustered action. For
example, in the process  a; b  c , action c may belong to

FIGURE 3 Single action transitions in a event structure

two clustered actions i.e. a, c and b, c , hence the
event structure corresponding to this process cannot
satisfy the requirement of entire independency of cause.
Thus, the transitions here are not clustered action
transitions but general step action transitions. This
exactly is the reason why process  a; b  c is step trace

FIGURE 4 Clustered action transitions in a event structure

Definition 4.2 suppose that e is an event in event
structure
. Independency set of cause on e   e  ,
including

itself

of

  e   e1  E e1  e

e

,

is

defined

equivalence with process

l

,

X , X C 

e .

 , X  X , X   X  G

but step

trace equivalence cannot hold under action refinement.
On the contrary, independent events in clustered action
transition possess same causal relation and same conflict
relation, so every clustered action can be seen as a “big”
action. These advantages ensure that equivalence based
on clustered action transition can hold under action
refinement. Accordingly, we introduce concept of
clustered action transition equivalence.

Definition 4.3 Let
. A sequence

as

In order to study the follow-up problems, we give a
proposition in advance.
 . If all transitions in
Proposition 4.1 Let
are clustered action transitions then
A
 X  :  (d )  G, where
(1) d  E    X 

A  N Act

 a c  ; b  a; b c  ,

 A1

and

G   A ;

An

 A  N i  1,
Act

i

clustered
trace
X 0 , , X n  C 
Ai
Xi-1 
 X i , i  1,

of
event
 : X0  

, n 

is

structure

called

a
iff
and

, n is a clustered action transition.
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Here, Clusteredtrs

 

Y 
 Y , A  N Act 
A
X  : X 
 X    X , Y    R .
A

represents the set of all

clustered traces of event structure
.
Subsequently, we define clustered trace equivalence.
Definition 4.4 Let ,  , all transitions in
and

be clustered transitions. Let Clusteredtrs 

Clusteredtrs 



A relation between
and
is called clustered
bisimulation equivalence (expressed as
) iff
cb
there exists a clustered bisimulation between them.
Obviously, by definition 4.5, we come to a decision
that
.
cb  ct
Proposition 4.4 Let ,  . If all transitions in
event structures
and
are clustered action
transitions then
.
cb  sb
Proof is omitted.
The above proposition shows that clustered
bisimulation equivalence is consistent with step
bisimulation equivalence under certain conditions.
Proposition 4.5 Let ,  . If all transitions in
event structures
and
are clustered action
transitions then
cb  ib .
Procedure of proof is similar to that of proposition
4.3, omitted here.

 and

be the sets of all clustered traces of

,

respectively. A relation between
and
is called
clustered trace equivalence (expressed as
) iff
ct
Clusteredtrs 

 =Clusteredtrs   .

The following propositions show that clustered trace
equivalence is accordance with step trace equivalence in
given conditions.
Proposition 4.2 Let ,  .If all transitions in
event structures
and
are clustered action
transitions then
.
ct
 st
Proof By definition 3.2 and definition 4.1, we draw
the above conclusion at once.
Proposition 4.3 Let ,  . If all transitions in
event structures
and
are clustered action
transitions then
.
ct  it
Proof By definition 4.1 and proposition 4.1,
Ai , Aj (i  1, , n, j  1, , n, i  j ) in a clustered trace,

5 Preserving of step equivalences
The paper [17] has demonstrated that step equivalence
cannot preserve under action refinement in the general
case. However, proposition 3.4 shows that step
equivalence without concurrency can preserve under
action refinement. This part will extend proposition 3.4
and show that in the presence of concurrency, step
equivalence may preserve under action refinement in
given conditions.
Proposition 5.1 Let ,  , let ref be a refinement
function. If all transitions in event structures
and
are clustered action transitions then
(1) ct  ref( ) st ref( ) ;

then all actions in Ai are independent of those in A j .
Performing of each action in Ai does not interfere with
those
in
vice
versa.
Consequently,
Aj ,

Clusteredtrs 
, i.e.

ct

Provide

(i  1,

  Clusteredtrs    trs    trs  


it

that

W  A1

.

An

,

where

Ai  N Act

, n) be a clustered trace, and Ai stand for the

number of elements, then the clustered trace W
corresponds to A1 !  A2 !   An ! general traces. In

(2)

example 4.1, the clustered trace a, bc, d  corresponds
to 4 (namely,

a, b ! c, d !  2! 2!  4

) general

traces abcd , abdc, bacd , badc .
After discussing clustered trace equivalence, we begin
with another new class of equivalence and study whether
they can maintain under action refinement or not. This
class of equivalence is designated clustered bisimulation
equivalence. The following provides for its definition.
Definition 4.5 Let ,  , let all transitions in
and
be clustered action transitions. A relation

R C

C  

between

and

is called a clustered bisimulation
iff  ,    R and if

st

 ref( ) st ref( ) .

Proof (1) By proposition 4.2,
.
ct  st
By definition 4.1 and proposition 4.3, firstly, each
clustered action transition corresponds to many single
action transitions formed by interleaving performing of
clustered actions; Secondly, when single action is refined,
the corresponding clustered action is refined; Thirdly,
Concurrent actions involved in per clustered action can
be seen as one action, accordingly, their corresponding
events also can be seen as one event. Therefore, by this
treatment, there is not independency of cause in this event
structure. Hence, we derive from proposition 3.4(1) that
ct  st  ref( ) st ref( ) .
(2) By proposition 4.2 and the above derivation
process, we immidiately reach a conclusion that
st  ref( ) st ref( ) .
This proposition shows that if all transitions in an
event structure are clustered action transitions then step
trace equivalence can hold under action refinement.

 X ,Y  R

then
A
X 
 X , A  N Act 
A
Y  : Y 
 Y    X , Y    R ;
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Subsequently, we discuss the relationship between
clustered bisimulation equivalence and step bisimulation
equivalence under action refinement, as well as how to
preserve step bisimulation equivalence under action
refinement.
Proposition 5.2 Let ,  , let ref be a refinement
function. If all transitions in event structures
and
are clustered action transitions then
(1) cb  ref( ) sb ref( ) ;

6 Results and Discussion
The paper has demonstrated that (1) In event structures
without independency between events, step trace
equivalence and step bisimulation equivalence can
preserve under action refinement; (2) In event structures,
if all transitions are clustered action transitions, then with
clustered trace equivalence between event structures, we
can reach that step trace equivalence can preserve under
action refinement; likewise, with clustered bisimulation
equivalence between event structures, we can reach that
step bisimulation equivalence can preserve under action
refinement.
Therefore, we find a class of concurrent processes
with specific properties, which enable step equivalence to
preserve under action refinement in the absence of
constraint.
Our next work is to introduce the thought of clustered
action transition into model checking so as to deal with
states explosion problem in the process of system
verification.

sb  ref( ) sb ref( ) .
Proof (1) By proposition 4.4,
.
ct  st
By definition 4.1 and proposition 4.5, firstly, each
clustered action transition corresponds to many single
action transitions formed by interleaving performing of
clustered actions; Secondly, when single action is refined,
the corresponding clustered action is refined; Thirdly,
Concurrent actions involved in per clustered action can
be seen as one action, accordingly, their corresponding
events also can be seen as one event. Therefore, by this
treatment, there are not independency of cause in this
event structure. Hence, we derive from propositin 3.4(2)
that
cb  sb  ref( ) sb ref( ) .
(2) By proposition 4.4 and the above derivation
process, we immidiately reach a conclusion that
sb  ref( ) sb ref( ) .
This proposition shows that if all transitions in an
event structure are clustered action transitions then step
bisimulation equivalence can hold under action
refinement.
To sum up, if all transitions in event structures are
clustered action transitions then two kinds of step
equivalences, including step trace equivalence and step
bisimulation equivalence, can hold under action
refinement. Proposition 5.1 and proposition 5.2 extend
proposition 3.4.
(2)
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